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Maximum reliability and the highest level of 
performance, even in extreme conditions, this is 
the hallmark of WEIBANG machines. Every detail 
of a WEIBANG machine is designed to last, with 
heavy duty, professional quality components and 
the highest quality materials. A WEIBANG machine is 
designed to be a part of your life, for life.

About WEIBANG®

WEIBANG dealers are happy to provide you with
advice on selecting the right product to meet your
needs. They can also give you useful tips on using
the machine correctly as well as offering you a 
professional service and a full spare parts backup. 
This gives you the assurance that your WEIBANG 
machine will be a pleasure to use for many years.

Dealer Network

WEIBANG products feature a comprehensive 5 
year domestic warranty across the product range, 
offering true peace of mind for your investment. The 
WEIBANG PRO models feature an industry leading 3 
year commercial warranty. All warranty is subject 
to annual servicing, ensuring your product always 
performs to the highest standards. The aluminium 
cutter deck also features a 25 year warranty, 
proving the quality of workmanship.

Comprehensive Warranty

Domestic Use
subject to servicing

Commercial Use
subject to servicing
PRO Models only
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DESIGNED FOR THE BRITISH LAWN

The LEGACY PRO aluminium deck range of rear roller, rotary lawnmowers is designed specifically
for the professional user, with a host of commercial features, such as a heavy duty, professional,
3 speed gearbox, deck protection and full handle anti vibration. The LEGACY PRO range also features 
an industry leading, 3 year commercial warranty and Kawasaki engines.
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The VIRTUE aluminium deck range of 4 wheeled, rotary lawnmowers is manufactured with a high
quality, cast aluminium cutter deck, designed for optimum airflow and collecting ability. Suitable for
the homeowner who demands the highest quality, the VIRTUE aluminium deck range, is exclusively
powered by premium, Briggs & Stratton engines and features a heavy duty, vari-speed gearbox.
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The VIRTUE PRO aluminium deck range of 4 wheeled, rotary lawnmowers is designed specifically
for the professional user, with a host of commercial features, such as a heavy duty, professional
3 speed gearbox, outer and inner deck protection and full handle anti vibration. The VIRTUE PRO
range also features an industry leading, 3 year commercial warranty, making this the professionals
choice. The PRO range is powered exclusively by Kawasaki engines.
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The VIRTUE steel deck range of 4 wheeled, rotary lawnmowers combine premium quality in an 
affordable package. With a comprehensive 5 year domestic warranty, these machines are suitable 
for homeowners and contractors alike. All powered by premium, Briggs & Stratton engines, the 
VIRTUE steel deck range offers exceptional value for money.
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DESIGNED FOR THE BRITISH LAWN

The LEGACY aluminium deck range of rear roller lawnmowers, is specifically designed to give the 
finest quality, striped finish to your lawn. Incorporating a host of features and manufactured from 
the highest quality components, the range is designed to last a lifetime. With options such as Vari-
Speed gearbox, electric start, and blade brake clutch, there is a perfect machine for any garden. 
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CONTENTS
Product Range

WEIBANG manufacture a range of high quality garden care products in addition to their high quality 
lawn mower range. These help to ensure your garden is always in peak condition. The range 
includes scarifiers, aerators and stump grinders, which are all manufactured to the highest levels 
of quality. All models are powered by premium, Briggs & Stratton engines and are designed to last.

Garden Maintenance Page 15
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NEW WEIBANG® CPS (Crankshaft Protection System) 

 

Due to the demands of cutting at low heights, the increased risk of hitting 

objects and damaging the blade and crankshaft is greater. The NEW Legacy 

features a CPS (Crankshaft Protection System) to avoid accidental and costly 

damage. 

EXCLUSIVE ROLLER DESIGN

The rear roller is robotically welded, to ensure 

the highest levels of quality and consistancy. A 

world first features on the 2015 Legacy, in the 

form of a new roller ratchet system, with 10 

times more strength and durability than rival 

models.

LEGACY FEATURES 

COLLECTION

The collector features an integrated air-flow 

fabric, which indicates when the collector is 

full. Pro models feature an extra large 85L 

collector

ROBUST QUALITY

Heavy duty adjustable handle brackets 

with integrated Anti-Vibration Technology. 

Designed for ease of use, a long life and 

user comfort.

COMFORTABLE

For 2015, the Legacy features a newly 

designed comfortable and ergonomic 

handle. 

DESIGNED FOR THE 
BRITISH LAWN
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UNDER CONTROL

Integrated front grass fins allow airflow 

to the deck, ensuring maximum 

performance, even at low cutting 

heights.

EASY STORAGE  

 
The newly designed handles are fully 

height adjustable and feature a storage 

and service position. 
 

HIGHEST QUALITY 

WHEELS

Premium quality, cast aluminium wheels, 

with double ball bearings and a high 

traction rubber tyre.

CLEAR CONTROLS

The newly designed operator controls, 

have been specially grouped together in 

one place, for ease of use.

SINGLE CUTTING HEIGHT 

ADJUSTMENT

The cutting height can be changed  

conveniently using a spring-assisted  

hand grip, from 13 -75mm. 

PREMIUM POWER 
 
The Legacy range is powered by Briggs 

& Stratton engines, while the Legacy PRO 

range is powered by Kawasaki FJ180V-

AM74 engines. The Legacy 48 features a 

750EX DOV and new 775 instart engine. 

25 YEAR DECK 

GUARANTEE

The Legacy aluminium range 

features a 25 year guarantee 

on the cutter deck.
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Model LEGACY 48 V LEGACY 48 VB LEGACY 48 VE

Service Code WB486SB V-R WB486SBB V-R WB486SBE V-R

Engine B&S 750EX DOV B&S 750EX DOV B&S 775IS InStart

Cutter Deck Aluminium Aluminium Aluminium

Cutting Width 48cm (19”) 48cm (19”) 48cm (19”)

Suitable Area 400 - 1000m2 400 - 1000m2 400 - 1000m2

Drive Vari Speed Vari Speed Vari Speed

Drive Speed 0.68 - 1.39m/s 0.68 - 1.39m/s 0.68 - 1.39m/s

Grass Collector 72 L 72 L 72 L

Folding Handles Yes Yes Yes

Cutting Height 13 - 67mm 13 - 67mm 13 - 67mm

Height Adjustment 11 height / single 11 height / single 11 height / single

Wheel / Roller Diameter 178mm / 127mm 178mm / 127mm 178mm / 127mm

Handle Height Adjust Yes Yes Yes

Stripe Effect Yes Yes Yes

Electric Start No No Yes

Blade Brake Clutch No Yes No

PRO Model No No No

Net Weight 57kg 59kg 57.5kg

Warranty (domestic/commercial) 5 year / 90 day 5 year / 90 day 5 year / 90 day

Price Inc VAT £799.00 £899.00 £899.00

LEGACYRear Roller Lawnmowers

48cm

Domestic Use
subject to servicing

DESIGNED FOR THE 
BRITISH LAWN



Model LEGACY 56 V LEGACY 56 VE

Service Code WB567SB V-R WB567SBE V-R

Engine B&S 850E B&S 850E

Cutter Deck Aluminium Aluminium

Cutting Width 56cm (22”) 56cm (22”)

Suitable Area 1000 - 3000m2 1000 - 3000m2

Drive Vari Speed Vari Speed

Drive Speed 0.68 - 1.39m/s 0.68 - 1.39m/s

Grass Collector 85 L 85 L

Folding Handles Yes Yes

Cutting Height 13 - 67mm 13 - 67mm

Height Adjustment 11 height / single 11 height / single

Wheel / Roller Diameter 178mm / 127mm 178mm / 127mm

Handle Height Adjust Yes Yes

Stripe Effect Yes Yes

Electric Start No Yes

Blade Brake Clutch No No

PRO Model No No

Net Weight 59kg 64.7kg

Warranty (domestic/commercial) 5 year / 90 day 5 year / 90 day

Price Inc VAT £999.00 £1099.00

The Weibang® Legacy has been designed from the ground up, with 3 key factors in mind 
- Quality of finish, Performance and Reliability. The key to the unrivalled striped finish of 
the Legacy is its perfect weight distribution. The engine and cutter deck make up the 
majority of the weight of the machine, however the key to the perfect striped finish is to 
have enough weight directly over the rear roller. Through extensive R&D and thousands 
of hours of testing, the Legacy offers the perfect balance for performance, leaving an 
unrivalled striped finish from a rear roller lawnmower.

Why choose a LEGACY?

LEGACY
Rear Roller Lawnmowers
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LEGACYRear Roller Lawnmowers

56cm



The LEGACY range features an 
innovative extra heavy duty roller 
ratchet, that is up to 10 times 
stronger than its competitors. The 
Weibang Legacy is built to last, for 
both consumers and commercial 
users.

The LEGACY PRO series features a 
heavy duty professional, 3 speed 
gearbox, that is designed to last a 
lifetime. 

The heavy duty handle structure 
is designed with 3 key factors 
in mind - Perfect for any height, 
easy to transport, low levels of 
vibration. As an added bonus, the 
Legacy features an upright service 
position, for easy and safe access 
to the underside of the cutter deck.

All models feature integrated 
grass channels, which guide 
grass into the cutter deck and 
allow for optimum airflow which 
gives exceptional collecting 
performance. The PRO models 
feature additional features, 
such as a front bumper, inner 
deck protection and a 3 year 
commercial warranty.

PROCommercial Use
subject to servicing

PRO Model Only
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Domestic Use
subject to servicing

DESIGNED FOR THE 
BRITISH LAWN



PRO Designed for parks, gardens and estates to provide a formal, high quality, striped 
finish, the LEGACY PRO range can cut down to 13mm.  A rear steel, split roller ensures 
easy manoeuvring, with a rear scraper bar to protect it and a heavy duty, sprung, one 
handed, single cutting height adjustment makes alterations effortless.  Aluminium deck 
with side bumpers to protect the cutting deck and inner steel deck liner add to the 
commercial appeal and a heavy duty, professional, 3 speed gearbox, ensures these 
mowers are of a premium quality and are designed to last, be that for the discerning 
homeowner or commercial user. The LEGACY PRO also features an unrivalled 3 year 
commercial warranty.

For the Demanding Professional

LEGACY PRO
Rear Roller Lawnmower
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Model LEGACY 48 PRO LEGACY 48 PRO BBC LEGACY 56 PRO

Service Code WB486SKP V-R WB486SKPB V-R WB567SKP V-R

Engine Kawasaki FJ180-AM74 Kawasaki FJ180-AM74 Kawasaki FJ180-AM74

Cutter Deck Aluminium Aluminium Aluminium

Cutting Width 48cm (19”) 48cm (19”) 56cm (22”)

Suitable Area 400 - 1200m2 400 - 1200m2 1000 - 3000m2

Drive PRO 3 Speed PRO 3 Speed PRO 3 Speed

Drive Speed 0.86-0.98-1.29m/s 0.86-0.98-1.29m/s 0.86-0.98-1.29m/s

Grass Collector 72 L 72 L 85 L

Folding Handles Yes Yes Yes

Cutting Height 13 - 67mm 13 - 67mm 13 - 67mm

Height Adjustment 11 height / single 11 height / single 11 height / single

Wheel Diameter 178mm / 127mm 178mm / 127mm 178mm / 127mm

Handle Height Adjust Yes Yes Yes

Stripe Effect Yes Yes Yes

Electric Start No No No

Blade Brake Clutch No Yes No

PRO Model Yes Yes Yes

Net Weight 64.5kg 65.5kg 68.3kg

Warranty (domestic/commercial) 5 year / 3 year 5 year / 3 year 5 year / 3 year

Price Inc VAT £999.00 £1099.00 £1199.00

PRO



Aluminium cutter decks are 
designed to last, with fantastic 
sound and vibration damping 
and anti corrosion properties, the 
VIRTUE aluminium cutter deck is of 
the highest quality available. The 
special design of the aluminium 
cutter deck allows for optimum 
airflow and collection.

All models in the VIRTUE aluminium 
deck range feature a heavy duty, 
vari speed gearbox. The user 
can adjust the forward speed to 
suit their needs around the area 
being mown, giving flexibility 
and making mowing the lawn a 
pleasure rather than a chore.

An innovative anti vibration handle 
system ensures comfort during 
use, due to the upper handles 
being isolated from the cutter deck 
by rubber inserts. The handles also 
offer full height adjustment to suit 
the operator.

The VIRTUE aluminium deck models 
feature fully cast, aluminium 
wheels, with double ball bearings 
and a rubber tread. The wheels 
are extremely heavy duty and are 
designed to last as well as being 
gentle on the lawn and easy to 
push.

VIRTUEDomestic Use
subject to servicing
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Model VIRTUE 48 AV VIRTUE 53 AV

Service Code WB486SB AL V WB536SB AL V

Engine B&S 675EX B&S 750EX DOV

Cutter Deck Aluminium Aluminium

Cutting Width 48cm (19”) 53cm (21”)

Suitable Area 400 - 1000m2 1000 - 3000m2

Drive Vari Speed Vari Speed

Drive Speed Stepless 0.87-1.15m/s Stepless0.85-1.27m/s

Grass Collector 65 L 70L

Folding Handles Yes Yes

Cutting Height 20 - 75mm 25 - 76mm

Height Adjustment 7 height / single lever 7 height / 4 lever

Wheel Diameter (F/R) 203mm / 203mm 203mm / 229mm

Handle Height Adjust Yes Yes

Mulching Optional (Plug-4860107010 / Blade-4860401020/22) Optional (Plug-5340122010 / Blade-5340405020/22)

Side Discharge No No

Net Weight 45.3kg 49kg

Warranty (domestic/commercial) 5 year / 90 day 5 year / 90 day 

Price Inc VAT £749.00 £819.00

The VIRTUE Aluminium deck range of lawnmowers, offers the highest quality available 
to the homeowner.  All models have anti corrosion properties and improved sound and 
vibration damping.  All models have a heavy duty, Vari speed gearbox, allowing the 
user to adjust the forward speed to suit the area being mown.  Cast aluminium wheels 
offer strength as well as being gentle on the lawn.  Anti vibration handles ensure user 
comfort. A VIRTUE Aluminium Deck Lawnmower will offer years of performance and 
make cutting the lawn a pleasure not a chore. 

For the Homeowner that Demands the Best

VIRTUE

VIRTUE
Aluminium Deck Lawnmowers
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The VIRTUE PRO series features a 
heavy duty, professional, 3 speed 
gearbox that is designed to last a 
lifetime. 

A long life is essential for a 
professional product and this is 
achieved through a heavy duty 
front bumper, aluminium side 
skirts and a steel inner deck liner. 
All of which protect the WEIBANG 
PRO from bumps during transport 
or use.

Anti vibration is a key factor for 
professional use and the VIRTUE 
PRO range features a heavy duty 
anti vibration handle system, 
which isolates the upper handle 
from the cutter deck, making for 
comfortable use.

The VIRTUE 53 PRO BBC is fitted 
with a blade brake clutch, which 
disengages the drive to the blade 
as the operator releases the safety 
handle. This therefore enables 
the operator to leave the engine 
running, but without the blade 
rotating, increasing safety and 
productivity.

PRO
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Commercial Use
subject to servicing

PRO Model Only

Domestic Use
subject to servicing



Model VIRTUE 53 PRO VIRTUE 53 PRO BBC

Service Code WB536SK AL V-P WB536SK AL V-BBC

Engine Kawasaki FJ180-AM74 Kawasaki FJ180-AM74

Cutter Deck Aluminium Aluminium

Deck Protection Inner and Outer Skirts Inner and Outer Skirts

Bumper Yes Yes

Cutting Width 53cm (21”) 53cm (21”)

Suitable Area 1000 - 3000 m2 1000 - 3000 m2

Drive 3 Speed PRO Gearbox 3 Speed PRO Gearbox

Drive Speed 0.8-1.0-1.2m/s 0.8-1.0-1.2m/s

Grass Collector 70 L 70 L

Folding Handles Yes Yes

Cutting Height 25-76mm 25-76mm

Height Adjustment 7 height / 4 lever 7 height / 4 lever

Wheel Diameter (F/R) 203mm / 229mm 203mm / 229mm

Handle Height Adjust Yes Yes

Mulching Optional (Plug-5340122010 / Blade-5340405020/22) Optional (Plug-5340122010)

Blade Brake Clutch No Yes

Net Weight 56kg 61kg

Warranty (domestic/commercial) 5 year / 3 year 5 year / 3 year

Price Inc VAT £1099.00 £1199.00

The VIRTUE PRO range comes with a host of features;  aluminium decks with steel 
inner liner and front bumper, to protect from bumps during use or transport,  a three 
speed, heavy duty, professional gearbox designed to last and heavy duty, anti vibration 
handles.   With an industry leading 3 year commercial or 5 year domestic warranty 
(subject to servicing) for peace of mind, these are the mowers of choice for discerning 
homeowners, with large areas to maintain, or commercial users that rightly demand 
quality mowers that are designed to last.

The Professionals Choice

PRO
VIRTUE PRO
Aluminium Deck Lawnmowers
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The VIRTUE 46 SM and 53 SV 
feature mulching and side 
discharge functions, giving true 
versatility around the garden. 
Mulching is increasingly popular, 
due to the fact there are no grass 
clippings to dispose of and side 
discharge is ideal for longer grass 
areas.

The VIRTUE cutter deck is pressed 
from high quality steel and finished 
in a long lasting silver finish. The 
deck is designed for a long life 
and optimum performance for 
collecting, mulching and side 
discharge, depending on the 
model.

The VIRTUE range is designed 
ergonomically and with storage 
in mind. The handles are easily 
folded to store the machine in a 
vehicle, garage or shed if required.

The VIRTUE 53 SV features a fully 
ergonomic dashboard, which 
houses the controls for the throttle 
and for the vari speed gearbox. 
Comfortable to use and built to 
last, the dashboard is made of 
high quality materials.

VIRTUEDomestic Use
subject to servicing
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VIRTUE
Steel Deck Lawnmowers

Model VIRTUE 46 SM VIRTUE 46 SH VIRTUE 53 SV

Service Code WB454HB 2 IN1 WB454HB WB536SB V 3IN1

Engine B&S 500E B&S 500E B&S 750EX DOV

Cutter Deck Steel Steel Steel

Cutting Width 46cm (18”) 46cm (18”) 53cm (21”)

Suitable Area Up to 400m2 Up to 400m2 1000 - 3000m2

Drive Push Push Vari Speed

Drive Speed N/A N/A Stepless 0.94-1.22m/s

Grass Collector N/A 50 L 70 L

Folding Handles Yes Yes Yes

Cutting Height 15-75mm 20-70mm 25-80mm

Height Adjustment 6 height / 2 lever 8 height / single lever 8 height / single lever

Wheel Diameter (F/R) 178mm / 178mm 178mm / 203mm 203mm / 229mm

Handle Height Adjust No Yes Yes

Mulching Yes Optional Yes

Side Discharge Yes No Yes

Net Weight 24kg 27kg 49kg

Warranty (domestic/commercial) 5 year / 90 day 5 year / 90 day 5 year / 90 day

Price Inc VAT £299.00 £319.00 £619.00

For the quality conscious consumer, who demands performance, durability and value.  
The VIRTUE range of steel deck lawnmowers offers just that. The VIRTUE cutter deck 
is pressed from high quality steel and is designed for a long life and performance.  
The range features tried and tested Briggs & Stratton engines and a 5 year domestic 
warranty (subject to annual servicing).  The VIRTUE Steel Deck range offers quality at an 
affordable price.

Commercial Quality for Homeowners

VIRTUE
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Scarifying is the process of cutting 
into the surface of the lawn to 
remove moss and thatch, allowing 
water, sunlight and nutrients to 
reach the grass roots and give a 
healthy green appearance to the 
lawn.

The swing blade design offers 
minimal maintenance, due to its 
ability to strike objects without 
bending or breaking. An optional 
fixed blade cassette is also 
available.

The working depth can be adjusted 
via the height screw, to find the 
perfect depth and the transport 
lever enables the user to raise the 
blades from harms way during 
transport around the garden

Premium power is provided by 
high quality Briggs and Stratton 
engines.

SCARIFIER
Domestic Use
subject to servicing
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Model WB384RB WB486CRB

Service Code WB384RB WB487CRB

Engine B&S 750 Series B&S 750 Series

Body Steel Steel

Scarifier Width 38cm (15”) 46cm (18”)

Blade Material Carbon Steel Carbon Steel

Blade Type 22 swing tip blades 28 swing tip blades

Blade Spacing 33mm 33mm

Height Adjustment 16mm 32mm

Transport Mode Yes Yes

Collector Capacity 40 L N/A

Noise Level Lwa 98dB(A) 99dB(A)

Net Weight 46kg 58.3kg

Warranty (domestic/commercial) 5 year / 90 day 5 year / 90 day

Optional Fixed Blade Part No. 40R0300000 48R0301031

Price Inc VAT £599.00 £799.00

Controlled by a clutch system, the scarifying rotor is fitted with 28 double tipped, carbon 
steel blades. Raking depth is fully adjustable to a maximum height of 7cm, to remove 
moss and thatch and aerate roots gently but effectively. Powered by an easy to start, 
reliable, 5hp Briggs & Stratton engine, the WEIBANG scarifier range has a maximum 
46cm working width. 

The pressed steel body has a hard wearing, powder-coated finish and is extremely 
durable, ensuring your product lasts.

For a Healthy Green Lawn

SCARIFIER

GARDEN MAINTENANCE
Lawn Scarifiers
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Model WB457AB

Service Code WB457AB

Engine B&S 750 Series

Clutch Tension Pulley

Working Width 46cm (18”)

Working Depth 7cm

Aerator Spacing 100x200mm

Wheel Size Front 254mm x 70mm / Rear 203mm x 51mm

Max m2/h 1600 m2/h

Bob weights 16x2

Sound Level 102dB(A)

Net Weight 140kg

Warranty (domestic/commercial) 5 year / 90 day

Price Inc VAT £1549.00

Most lawns are subject to the problem of soil compaction, which makes it difficult
for the grass roots to breathe. The WEIBANG lawn aerator, improves drainage and 
relieves compaction in the soil. It also breaks up old roots to promote the growth of 
new ones.

Intensive Grass Care

GARDEN MAINTENANCE
Lawn Aerator

The hollow tined working head of 
the WEIBANG aerator is designed 
to work at a depth of 7cm, to 
penetrate the soil down to the 
grass root.

Aeration is the process of 
penetrating and removing soil 
from the lawn, all the way down 
to the roots. This not only reduces 
compaction but has other health 
benefits also.

The open core goes all the way 
to the roots of the grass, allowing 
nutrients, water and light to 
penetrate the ground, resulting in 
a healthier lawn.

Domestic Use
subject to servicing
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Tree stumps are difficult to remove without the use of heavy plant equipment, which 
damages the ground. The WEIBANG stump grinder makes light work of  almost any tree 
stump, grinding it below the surface of the ground, 8-tooth, hardened tipped cutter disc. 
With minimal ground damage, compared to excavation equipment, the area will look in 
peak condition in no time.

Make Tree Stumps Disappear

GARDEN MAINTENANCE
Stump Grinder

Model WBSG13H

Service Code WBSG13H

Engine Honda GX390

Cutter Depth Below Ground 229mm

Cutter Depth Above Ground 534mm

Number of Cutter Teeth 8

Cutter Disc Diameter 355mm

Cutter Disc Bearing 30mm

Fuel Tank Capacity 6.1 L

Tyre Size 5.3/4.50-6 4PR

Sound Level 106dB(A)

Net Weight 137kg

Warranty (domestic/commercial) 5 year / 90 day

Price Inc VAT £3399.00

The large 355mm cutter disc 
features 8, heavy duty, hardened 
steel teeth that make light work of 
any tree stump.

To remove the stump thoroughly, 
the handle can be adjusted to 
grind at different depths.

A special brake stops one of the 
two wheels, allowing the cutter 
head to swing from side to side, 
for more efficient grinding.

Domestic Use
subject to servicing
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THE PROFESSIONALS CHOICE

PROFESSIONAL DEALERS

Weibang products are only available through authorized
stockists who meet Weibangs sales, service and support
criteria. This ensures you always receive the best advice
and service from you local Weibang stockist.

PROFESSIONAL SPARE PARTS BACK-UP

Weibang products are built to the highest quality standards 
and are designed to last. When you do need support rest
assured that Weibang can supply all the spare parts you will 
ever require. We stock a full inventory of spare parts as well 
as your local Weibang dealer holding stock to minimize your 
downtime.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICING

As with any high quality product, if looked after correctly 
it will last. Weibang machines offer one of the most 
comprehensive warranties in the industry, and when an 
annual service is required, your local Weibang stockist is 
there to assist in servicing your machine so it performs at
its very best, time and time again.



Weibang Garden Machines UK
Wincanton Business Park

Wincanton
Somerset
BA9 9RS

01963 828055

www.weibang.uk.com

Subject to modifications in response to technical developments. No liability accepted for mistakes and printing errors. 
All prices include VAT and are subject to change without notice. E & OE.

DESIGNED FOR THE 
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